
The ikan Shoulder Mount Basic

$ 449.00
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Features you need, Prices you want.

ELE-SMB

What’s Included
Quick Release Rod Adaptor (ELE-15QRA)

15mm pair of rods - 12 inch (ELE-15R12)
15mm pair of rods - 18 inch (ELE-15R18)

15mm Rod Adaptor (ELE-15RDA)
15mm rod mount (ELE-15rm)

15mm right angle rod adaptor (ELE-90-15rda)
DoubleCheese Plate (ELE-DBLPT)

Grip Bar/Foam (ELE-GB-F)
Cheese Plate (ELE-PT)
Universal Pad (ELE-UP)

Rossette Screw

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimension: 18" x 11.5" x 7"

Weight (lbs): 2.8
Shipping Weight: 3.8
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A Stable Environment

ikan is proud to announce the most anticipated addition to 
its Elements line of DSLR fly kit configurations…the Elements 
Shoulder Mount Basic. This unit rests comfortably on your 
shoulder utilizing two flat support pads for maneuverable 
stability  while  the  included  foam  grips  provide                     
uncompromised control. Two durable, 15mm rods are the 
base for a reliable shooting foundation provided by a 15mm 
rail mount and cheese plate offering 62mm spacing, ¼ 20, 
3/8 and 4mm receiver slots for DSLR compatibility. The ikan 
Elements Shoulder Mount Basic will immediately become a 
video professional’s most resourceful tool.

A Perfect Fit

Because the entire Elements line is completely modular and 
open to your creativity, your Shoulder Mount Basic is just the 
beginning.  You can add and subtract new parts and over 
time, have a completely different configuration to do just 
about   anything.   Once  you have  started  assembling  a  
collection of  Elements  components  as  a  part  of  your  
standard production field kit, the Shoulder Mount Basic will 
be just one of the many configurations and parts you’ll be 
capable of assembling.  And as the newest configurations of 
the ikan Elements continue to roll out, you can always 
upgrade your rig to a newer version.


